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Introduction

Accelerator operation can create substantial hazard. Effective safety programs
should therefore, be implemented to reduce, or even eliminate, hazards to the workers,
to the public and to the environment. Radiation safety system of cyclotron consists of
passive shielding, active ventilation systems, monitoring plan and safety lock systems.
In our contribution are described all proposed radiation safety systems in Slovak
Cyclotron Center except of passive shielding of high radiation areas.

The Cyclotron Center will consist of two cyclotrons. First - cyclotron DC-72
with maximal energy of 72 MeV for protons designed for making experiments, for
teaching process, for radioisotope production as 123I and for neutron and proton therapy.
Second - compact cyclotron with maximal proton energy of 18 MeV will be used for
radioisotopes production for medical diagnosis as 18F (FDG), 8!Rb/81Rr generator.[l]

The dispersal of the radioactive gases produced by neutron activation is one of
the most important problems to be considered in evaluating the hazards to the workers
and the local population. Neutron may be produced in the cyclotron vault (because of
beam losses inside the cyclotron, particularly at the extraction points and on the beam
transport system) and in the target room (by the beam striking the targets). The
interaction of these neutrons with components of airs mainly produces following
radioisotopes: 13N, 15O, !6N, 37S, ""Cl and ^Ar in cyclotrons with energies up to 40 MeV
for protons. During the irradiation also radioisotopes as 18F, 81Kr and I23I could escape
from target system into the air.[2]

Radiation protection methods

Radiation protection of workers has very important role in decreasing of
radiation hazard of people. The working area of Cyclotron Center is divided into three
areas depending on the actual radiation level:
• High radiation areas are places where radiation hazard could be higher than 50 mSv/a

or 25 uSv/h. They involve cyclotron, target, dual beam and machine part exposition
vaults, experimental and neutron hall.

• Radiation areas. The radiation hazard could be higher than 15 mSv/a or 7,5 uSv/h.
They involve all rooms where workers use the radioactive materials and where
irradiated parts of accelerator equipment are located.

• The other rooms in the vicinity of cyclotrons.
People that work in the radiation area must wear two types of personal

dosimeters (photoluminiscent glass dosimeter and pocket dosimeter with immediate
reading possibility). The determination of the dose equivalents for personnel working in
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the cyclotron environment where photons and neutrons of wide range energies are
simultaneously produced is a difficult task. Modified albedo dosimeter was introduced
as a sensitive personal (n, gamma) dosimeter, which together with Bonner spheres
would meet all requirements concerning accuracy and sensitivity. [3] Contamination
monitors, dose rate telescope monitors and body contamination monitor are located in
radiation areas.

Monitoring plan consists of following activities:
• occasional checking of the monitoring apparatuses and their calibration once per

year,
• surface contamination measuring in the labs and vaults, wiping the reference points

and measuring alpha and beta contamination once per week,
• measuring of dose rate in the labs once a week and the dose rates determination in

the high radiation area before work,
• dose rate measuring of radioactive waste and irradiated parts,
• dose rate and surface contamination measuring of the produced radioisotopes and

their preparation for transport,
• aerosol paper filters and iodine charcoal filters changing and checking the beta air

monitors twice per week (on Tuesday and on Thursday),
• occasional dose rate measurement around the storage places and the containers with

radioactive materials,
• personal dosimetry and dosimetry of visitors.

Ventilation must be organized separately for cyclotron vaults, therapy and
diagnostics rooms. There must be two different ventilation systems in Cyclotron Center.
One of them is used for ventilation and climatisation of no radiation area (control room
and power supply rooms). The second is used for ventilation of radiation areas and is
devided in two lines, first line for vaults and second line for chemical boxes and hot
cells. Ventilation rate is constant and equal to 6 air exchanges per hour in radiation
areas. Through ventilation the radioactive gases are released to atmosphere and
radiation hazard of workers is reduced because the probability of escaping this gases
created in vaults into the working areas is minimized. The ventilation creates
underpressure about 50 Pa in vaults and hot cells.

There should be problems with release activities to the environment and these
activities must be monitored and limited. The limits for different groups of released
radioisotopes should be establish and their influence on environment has been
discussed.

Safety lock and limitation are very important for radiation safety of workers in
nuclear facility and environment. The lock system consists of the dose rate monitors
placed in the vaults, indicators placed outside near the entrance doors into the vaults and
of the control system. When the cyclotron is switched on or dose rates of gamma
radiation are higher as 100 uSv/h in the vaults the doors are locked and could be opened
only in a case of accident after switching off the cyclotron by a special key and person.

The safety department and deputy health officer have determined limits and
rules for radiation protection of environment and working places. When the cyclotron
releases 80% of the limit for a week during a few days or exceeds the limit, the
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cyclotron must be switched off until next week. Supervisor must necessarily search for
reason why was released high activity to environment.

The released activities from similar cyclotrons per year are usually about 10% of
the limits [4,5] and the results show that no significant radiological risk will be
produced by the release of the radioactive gases into the external environment.
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Figure 1 Block diagram of the proposed monitoring and safety system in the KAZ and
central data acquisition. CH - chimney, D - dose rate meters, PF - aerosol filters, CF -
carbon iodine filters, FM - flow rate meter, GM - beta gas monitor, Int - multi logger
and F - output filters.

Measurement techniques

Adequate monitors determine the quality of radiation monitoring. The choice of
them depends on the type of radioisotopes induced by activation during the cyclotrons
operation. The monitoring system in Cyclotron center consists of measuring:
• alpha and beta aerosol activities in the radioisotope production laboratory which

could escape from transporting tubes and hot cells,
• iodine activities in the radioisotope production laboratory,
• gamma dose rate in the radioisotope production laboratory,
• beta air activities release to the atmosphere through chimney,
• alpha and beta aerosol activities release to the atmosphere through chimney,
• iodine activities release to the atmosphere through chimney.

The aerosols are sampled on paper filters and the collected aerosol activities are
measured by alpha-beta proportional counter. The radioactive iodine isotopes are
collected on charcoal filters that are measured by gamma spectrometry. The Central
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safety department is responsible for measuring these filters and determination of their
activities. For aerosols and iodine activities determination in the labs and chimney air
are used the same types of filters and collectors. The Figure 1 shows a block diagram of
ventilation monitoring devices for high radiation areas of Cyclotron Center. [6]

The beta active and noble gases in air released through the chimney are
measured by monitor LB-5310 with gas-flow proportional counter and 86 liters or 4,6
liters measuring chambers

Conclusion

In accordance with the Basic Safety Standards No.115 and ICRP
recommendations No.60, for proposed and continuing practices at the accelerator
facility, the following general principles have to be fulfilled:
• practices should produce sufficient benefit to offset the radiation detriment they

cause (justification)
• the magnitude of the individual doses should be kept as low as achievable

(optimization of protection)
• individual exposures are subject to dose limits and some control of risk from

potential exposures (dose and risk limits).
As the nature of cyclotron radiation is such, that while routine doses are small, effective

safety programs should be implemented and preventive measures emphasized to assure the
reduction of the hazards to the public, workers and patients at early stages of cyclotron facility
design.
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